FPCUG Notes for August 2022
Editor: Frank Fota (fotafm@gmail.com)

SCHEDULE OF EVENTS (All Meetings Begin at 7:00 PM)
Unless otherwise noted, General Meetings
will be held at Fredericksburg VFW Post
3103, located just south of the Route 1
bridge over the Rappahannock River at
2701 Princess Anne Street, Fredericksburg, VA 22401.
General Meetings will also be live-streamed virtually using the
Zoom video conference platform. Workshops will be live-streamed
virtually using the Zoom video conference platform only. A link to
join us via Zoom will be emailed to all before each meeting.
-- Tues, Aug 9:

FPCUG Board of Directors meeting (Zoom virtual meeting).

-- Thurs, Aug 11: General Meeting (an in-person and Zoom virtual meeting).
Based on member suggestions for General Meeting content, your
Newsletter Editor, Frank Fota will facilitate a discussion about safe
browsing and personal data security.
Refreshments will not be served so plan to eat before you come.
-- Thurs, Aug 25: Open-Source Software Workshop (CANCELLED).

Note: Open-Source Software workshops have not been well attended. Open-source content will be
considered for presentation at future General Meetings.

GENERAL MEETING RECAP

Your Newsletter Editor, Frank Fota facilitated a discussion about cybersecurity.
The FPCUG, via YouTube, viewed several TEDx videos including:
1. Cybersecurity Every Day presented by Jaya Baloo
2. The Five Laws of Cybersecurity presented by Nick Espinosa and…
3. Confessions of a cyber spy hunter presented by Eric Winsborrow

ANNUAL APPRECIATION DINNER

The FPCUG met at the Red Lobster Restaurant in Fredericksburg on Sunday, July 24, 2022, @
3:00 pm. Dinner was paid for by the FPCUG to show appreciation for membership and participation.

Impromtu photos of FPCUG participants are on Page 2. I apologize if I missed anyone.
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ANNUAL APPRECIATION DINNER
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PREPARING YOUR OLD COMPUTER FOR SALE OR DONATION

I was asked twice during the FPCUG member appreciation luncheon about preparing an
old computer for sale or donation. I was specifically asked how to delete personal data in
a way that prevented it from being recovered. Formatting the drive does not erase the
data, it simply erases the table that stores file and folder locations. Wiping the entire drive
using a destructive program like Darik's Boot And Nuke (DBAN) does not leave the
operating system intact and the system you intend to donate will become practically
useless. There is a way to wipe your personal information in a way that prevents its
recovery and leaves the operating system (OS) intact. You need to backup the data you
wish to keep and then remove the folders storing your data. Unless you create folders
and store files in places that the Windows OS generally prohibits (e.g., in the root folder of
Drive-C, in the Program Files folder, or the Windows folder), removing your User Account
after creating a new Administrator User will effectively remove all the personal data from
your PC. When logged into Windows, your “User Account” stores your contacts, desktop,
documents, downloads, favorites, links, music, pictures, and videos in separate folders.
My User Account is pictured below. Your User Account may be named differently and you
may have more than one User Account. You then need to wipe the free space that your
files once occupied so that they cannot be recovered. Let’s start by deleting your User
Account. Microsoft has automated this process for PCs using Windows 8 or newer.
Check out the article that Johnny Creech forwarded to me written by Chris Velazco in the
Washington Post. The article also describes erasing a drive on a Mac system.
To ensure that all of your data is destroyed
and the operating system remains intact,
follow these steps:
1. Back up the data you wish to keep!
2. Create a new Administrator User.
In Windows Vista or Windows 7,
a. Click Start, then select the control panel.
b. Click "User Accounts" If you do not see user
accounts, the icons may be in "Category View"
select large icons under the "View by:" drop-down
menu.
c. Click "Manage another account"
d. Click “Create a new account”
Ensure the account you create is an
“Administrator” and not a “Standard
User.” The account type can be
changed if a “Standard User” is created
by selecting “Change your account type.”
3. Remove the original “User Account” using
“Control Panel” and “User Accounts.” Your
“User Account” contains hidden files and folders
that occupy space on your disk drive. Deleting the user directory from File Explorer may not remove
these hidden files and folders.
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4. Switch to the User Account you created. Press the Windows
key and select the drop-down menu next to “Shut Down” and
“Switch User.”
5. Open Control Panel, User Accounts, and select
“Manage another account.”
6. Select the original User Account (i.e., the one you want to
delete) and select “Delete Account.”
In Windows 7, you can “Delete Files” or “Keep Files.”
Since you have previously backed up the files you wanted
to keep, select “Delete Files.” You then need to confirm
that you are sure you want to delete the User Account.
Select “Delete Account.” Your PC will return you to the
“Manage Accounts” screen where you will see that the
original “User Account” has been removed.

If you are uncertain whether you stored files in
folders outside your “User Account,” you can search
the entire drive for program file extensions.
Common file extensions can be found here. For
example, Adobe Acrobat produces .pdf files. To search for all files with this extension,
open “File Explorer,” highlight
the root folder of the drive, type
*.pdf, and press enter. The
asterisk ( * ) is a symbol used to
replace or represent one or
more characters. Some email
programs (e.g., MS Outlook)
store messages in folders that
are outside of your User
Account. Don’t forget to search
for email file extensions. Unless
you intend to transfer paid programs to the new user, you need to uninstall them.
Instructions can be found here. Finally, you need to wipe the space that was occupied by
programs and personal data so that it cannot be recovered. I prefer to use the Drive
Wiper feature within CCleaner. The default option for Drive Wiper is to wipe "Free Space
Only." Wiping free space will prevent your data from being recovered. Be sure to select
"Free Space Only" and the appropriate drive letter
(most likely the drive containing your operating
system [i.e., Local Disk (C)]. If you are wiping
financial, health, or security-related data, change
the Security drop-down from "Simple Overwrite (1
pass) to 3 passes. The Wipe randomly writes Os
and 1s to the drive. Depending on the size of
your hard disk drive, the process could take hours
or days. One pass will deter most people from
attempting to recover your data (i.e., it's not worth
the time and effort). When the wipe is complete,
your data will be destroyed but a working operating system will remain.
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SLOWDOWN IN HIRING AT BIG-TECH COMPANIES

By now you have heard that we are
technically in a recession.
If the negative Gross Domestic
Product (GDP) numbers were not
convincing, follow the money.
Big-Tech companies saw this coming
and have slowed the rate of hiring new
employees. Writing for Bloomberg
News, Martine Paris says that
“…some of them instituting [ sic ]
hiring freezes, rescinding offers and
even starting layoffs.” To name a few, Google announced a temporary hiring freeze, Lyft
Inc. is shuttering a division and cutting jobs, and Shopify Inc. is cutting 10% of its
employees. Included in a long list of companies that are cutting back are Alphabet Inc.
(i.e., Google’s parent company), Amazon.com Inc., Apple Inc., Carvana Co., Coinbase
Global Inc., Compass Inc., Gemini Trust Co., GoPuff, Lyft, Meta Platforms Inc., Microsoft
Corp., Netflix Inc., Niantic Inc., OpenSea, Peloton Interactive Inc., Redfin Corp.,
Robinhood Markets Inc., Rivian Automotive Inc., Salesforce Inc., Shopify Inc., Spotify
Technology SA, Stitch Fix, Tesla Inc., Tonal Systems Inc., Twitter Inc., Unity Software
Inc., Vimeo, Wayfair Inc., Whoop, Inc. When profits suffer, so does innovation.

ENABLE SECURE BOOT TO INSTALL WINDOWS 11

Installation requirements for Windows 11 are stringent. You need a modern processor
(i.e., an Intel 8th Generation Coffee Lake or AMD Zen 2 CPU or newer), TPM 2.0 (Trusted
Platform Module) support, 4GB of RAM, and 64GB of storage. You also need UEFI rather
than a legacy BIOS. UEFI of Unified Extensible Firmware Interface is a modern version of
the PC BIOS. You also need to enable Secure Boot; a feature found in UEFI. According
to Microsoft, “Secure boot is a security standard developed by members of the PC
industry to help make sure that a device boots using only software that is trusted by the
Original Equipment Manufacturer (OEM).” You can enable Secure Boot from your PC’s
UEFI/BIOS. Writing for How-To Geek, Chris Hoffman describes the UEFI and the legacy
BIOS as “…low-level software that starts when you boot your PC before booting your
operating system, but UEFI is a more modern solution, supporting larger hard drives,
faster boot times, more security features, and—conveniently—graphics and mouse
cursors.” Jon Martindale at Lifewire describes the process for enabling Secure Boot. You
need to access SETUP (i.e., the UEFI/BIOS) during the startup process and this differs
depending on your PC manufacturer. Jon recommends that you refer to your
motherboard or system manual if entering SETUP is not obvious during PC startup.
Typically, you repeatedly press the Esc, Del, F2, F11, or F12 key when your computer
begins to power on. Some computers start so quickly that you may not perceive a delay
while the monitor flashes the key command to enter SETUP. When you have entered
SETUP, check the options to confirm if there is a basic and advanced mode. Select the
advanced mode. Now search for Boot, Security, or Secure Boot. The Secure Boot Option
is likely within one of these sections and you can select to enable it.
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ARE ENGINEERS BECOMING EXTINCT?

Raja Koduri, Executive Vice President, Accelerated Computing Systems and Graphics at
Intel, shocked the audience at the annual Very Large-Scale Integration (VLSI) Symposium
on Technology and Circuits last month. Mr. Koduri presented a graph (below) showing
college enrollment in computer science going up while electrical engineering going down.
Technological innovation depends on those
who design and manufacture. The lure for
engineers in the recent past was inherent in
the cool devices they developed (e.g., radio,
television, radar, lasers, medical devices,
etc.). If you wanted to understand how things
worked, you could purchase a surplus device
and tear it apart. Today there is a layer of
software between you and the hardware. To
understand how things work, you have to first
learn how the software works.
The growth in microelectronics is anticipated
to exceed $1 Trillion by 2030. Tom Dillinger says in SemiWiki.com, an open forum for
semi-conductor professionals, that Mr. Koduri's presentation posed a question, “Where will
the microelectronics engineers necessary to support this growth come from?” Writing for
The Register, Rupert Goodwins suggests that the Tech Industry supply chain is broken. It
has been resting on its laurels and has done little to attract, train, and retain electrical
engineers. He opines that “To reach new talent, the magic must be re-exposed. What
goes on in chip fabs, design bureaus, and product R&D is just as important – and as
magical – as ever.” Why did kids growing up in the 1960s want to become astronauts?

YOU NEED A DISPOSABLE EMAIL ADDRESS

Cliff Dalseide emailed me to ask if I had ever used a disposable email address. I
answered yes. I explained that there are many reasons why you might want to use an
email address that self-destructs in 10-20 minutes. To name a few: Purchasing most
products online requires that you provide an email address, commenting about the content
on an online forum or blog requires that you provide your email address, and downloading
many freeware and open-source software programs. Bob Rankin at AskBobRankin.com
says “A disposable email address is a temporary or anonymous email address that can
forward messages to your permanent address. Ideally, any replies you send are relayed
back through the disposable email address to the original sender, who never learns your
permanent address.” Bob reviews some of these disposable email services and
discusses the advantages and disadvantages of using each. In Gmail, for example, you
can add a plus symbol between the beginning of your email address and the @ symbol.
This creates a unique address that you can filter out of your inbox if spam email results. If
your email is bob@bobrankin.com, you could provide your email to vendors as
bob+3rdbaseman@bobrankin.com. The plus email method does not work with every
website. Check out the article linked above and some stand-alone disposal email
alternatives including Sneakemail, Trashmail, Guerilla Mail, and 10MinuteMail.
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Photos / Graphic Designs of the Month
-- Wolf Trap – National Park for the Performing Arts --

Photo by Frank Fota – 7/29/22, 7:21 PM, Pixel 3 XL (1/800 sec. f/1.8 4.44mm – ISO 46)

Photo by Frank Fota – 7/29/22, 7:36 PM, Pixel 3 XL (1/25 sec. f/1.8 4.44mm – ISO 65)

John Williams wrote the score for Star Wars and dozens of other popular movies. My wife Carolyn
and I visited Wolf Trap in Vienna, Virginia on Friday, July 29th to witness Emil de Cou, conduct the
National Symphony Orchestra playing John Williams score for Star Wars: The Empire Strikes Back
in Concert. The movie played above the orchestra. What an awesome sound system!
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Graphic (Fractal) Designs by Cliff Dalseide

-- Spools of Thread --
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EVENTS IN COMPUTER HISTORY

Paraphrase and additions to the Iceni Technology Blog by Iceni Technology Contributor Rebecca
Coe and historical data from the websites http://www.computerhope.com/history/,
http://www.historyorb.com/, and http://computerhistory.org/.

-- Aug 1 --

Microsoft Office is introduced (1989) as a bundled set of applications
including Word, Excel, and PowerPoint.

-- Aug 1 -The US Navy recalled Captain Grace Murray Hopper to active duty (1967)
to lead in the development of the programming language COBOL. With a
team drawn from several computer manufacturers and the Pentagon,
Hopper -- who had worked on the Mark I and II computers at Harvard in
the 1940s -- created the specifications for COBOL (COmmon Business
Oriented Language) with business users in mind. These early COBOL
efforts aimed at creating easily readable computer programs with as much
machine independence as possible. Designers hoped that COBOL would
run on any computer for which a compiler existed with only minimal modifications.
-- Aug 1 --

MTV launched on cable TV (1981). As most people know, after
the introduction sequence, the first video played was “Video Killed
the Radio Star” by The Buggles. However, a bit of trivia is that the
second song played was “You Better Run” by Pat Benatar. MTV
had an immediate impact on the music industry and was an iconic
symbol of the technology-driven 1980s.

-- Aug 3 -The Mozilla Corporation was founded in Mountain View, CA (2005).
-- Aug 3 -Apple introduced the Newton MessagePad (1993), one of
the world’s first Personal Digital Assistants (PDA). The term
PDA was first used by Apple CEO John Scully in 1992.
While a commercial failure, the Newton platform set the bar
for future PDA designs. But perhaps the most important
advancement the Newton offered to the technology industry
was the development of the ARM processor architecture.
Apple invested heavily in the fledgling architecture to power the Newton devices.
The ARM architecture has been the foundation of most of the world’s mobile devices since
that time, including all versions of the Apple iPhone and iPad. Incidentally, in 1998 Apple
sold its ownership interest in ARM, generating $800 million. This gave Apple some muchneeded cash to carry them through their darkest days.
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-- Aug 3 -Radio Shack introduced the TRS-80 computer (1977). Twenty-five
existed and within weeks thousands were ordered.
-- Aug 4 --

Only a few seconds before ignition, a computer halted an engine test in
preparation for the launch of the space shuttle Discovery (1988). The shuttle
engine's computerized controllers determined that a valve was not closing
fast enough and sent a major component failure command from the
computer to all three engines, telling them not to fire. The test and computer
system were part of NASA's efforts to ensure the safety of Discovery, whose
flight would be the first since the Challenger explosion in 1986.

-- Aug 6 -To save Apple Computer and possibly deflect criticism in the Microsoft
anti-trust trial, Microsoft bought $150 million shares of Apple Computer
(1977). Apple, which had been struggling to find direction and profits,
agreed to the boost in funding with terms that dictated cooperation in
the design of computers as well as shared patents. Microsoft agreed to continue
supporting MS Office for the Mac for another five years as well.
-- Aug 7 -IBM president Thomas J. Watson Sr. formally presented the
Automatic Sequence Controlled Calculator (ASCC) to Harvard
University (1944). One of the earliest digital computers, known at
Harvard as the Mark I, this giant relay-based machine was the result
of Professor Howard Aiken's research into computation. The Mark I
was a curious mixture of punch card technology and simple
electronics which became out-of-date almost as soon as it was
completed. It was 51 feet long, 8 feet high, and weighed 5 tons.

-- Aug 7 -The first all-computer chess championship was
held in New York (1970) and won by CHESS 3.0,
a program written by Atkin and Gorlen at
Northwestern University. Six programs were
entered to compete. The tournament was
sponsored by the Association for Computing
Machinery (ACM).
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-- Aug 10 -The Opera Mini Browser (Opera Software ASA) was released for PDAs,
smartphones, and mobile phones that would normally be incapable of running a
Web browser (2005).
-- Aug 12 -IBM introduced its first Personal Computer
(PC & PC-DOS version 1.0) on August 12, 1981.

-- Aug 14 --

Dell and Sony admit that flaws in Sony-manufactured
batteries used in certain Dell laptops could result in the
batteries overheating, catching fire, or exploding (2006).
Over 4.1 million batteries were recalled, the largest
computer-related recall in history. The recall occurred after
several widely publicized reports of laptop fires in the
preceding months. Dell’s reputation has never fully
recovered from this incident.

-- Aug 15 -Microsoft decided to incorporate an Internet browser
into its upcoming Windows 95 operating system (1994).
Programmer Benjamin Slivka sent an e-mail to his
coworkers suggesting a World Wide Web browser as a
feature for Windows 95. Microsoft has subsequently
faced legal challenges for the way it bundled Internet
Explorer with Windows software.
-- Aug 15 --

The original iMac G3 goes on sale (1998).
The “Bondi Blue” iMac became well-known
for its colorful case, which bucked the
industry norm beige. However, it is also
known for being the first commercially
successful computer to eliminate the use of
legacy ports and the floppy drive. Widely
criticized at the time for not including the
older technologies, by only featuring USB
ports for peripheral connectivity, the iMac
helped popularize the emerging standard,
even on Windows PCs.
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-- Aug 16 -The US Census Bureau announced the U.S. population of 62,622,250 (1890),
determined for the first time by using an automated method, the Hollerith
Census Machine. The Hollerith machine sorted returns by completing an
electrical circuit wherever a hole existed in a punch card and could process
almost 10 times the number of census data than a human clerk. Census
workers used the Punch Pantograph to enter data. Hollerith formed the Tabulating
Machine Company in 1896. This company merged with two others in 1924 to become the
International Business Machines Company (IBM).
-- Aug 17 -The National Bureau of Standards dedicated
its Standards Western Automatic Computer
(SWAC) at the Institute for Numerical Analysis
in Los Angeles (1950). Rather than testing
components like its companion, the SEAC, the
SWAC endeavored to compute using relatively
off-the-shelf technology. It used a Williams
Tube -- a modified CRT capable of modest
(256 words) electrostatic bit storage -- and a
magnetic drum (4,096 words) for storage. The
word length was 37-bits and it could add two
operands in 64 microseconds. The SWAC
performed very useful work until December 1967, including the search for Mersenne prime
numbers, X-ray crystallography, and linear and differential equation solving.
-- Aug 18 --

Hewlett-Packard (HP) was
incorporated in California (1947).
Hewlett-Packard was founded in
a garage (left) in Palo Alto,
California. The facilities have
certainly changed but HP
remains in Palo Alto (right).

-- Aug 21 -William S. Burroughs received a patent for his calculating machine
and within a year had produced 50 machines (1888). They proved to
be difficult to use but he soon improved on them and went on to
become a force in the developing calculator industry.
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-- Aug 22 --

Following a Los Angeles symposium hosted by IBM, a group of
representatives from seventeen groups that had ordered the IBM 704
mainframe computer met at the RAND Corporation in Santa Monica,
California (1955). The outcome of the meeting was the first Computer
User's Group, SHARE. The name was chosen to promote the idea of
sharing information and programs between installations. The group grew quickly,
eventually producing new software and documentation for their IBM computers.

Note: In the past, the FPCUG received a box of computer "goodies" from IBM each quarter
under the SHARE program.

-- Aug 23 -Pyra Labs launched a program called “Blogspot” in 1999 that would let people
manage personal blogs (1999). The program was bought by Google in 2003
and changed to Blogger in 2006. BlogSpot ushered in the age of social media
-- Aug 24 -Windows 95 was initially released worldwide (1995).
-- Aug 24 --

Windows XP was initially released worldwide on August 24th, 2001.

-- Aug 25 -Netscape Communications Corp. announced it had created a software company to enter
an alliance with IBM, Oracle, and four Japanese electronics companies: Sony, Nintendo,
Sega, and NEC (1996). The new company, Navio Corp., would compete with Microsoft by
creating a new operating system. Netscape and Microsoft were locked in a bitter battle
over Microsoft's linking of its Internet Explorer World Wide Web browser with its Windows
operating system, taking customers away from Netscape's Navigator browser.
-- Aug 26 -The Recording Industry Association of America went after Pamela and
Jeffrey Howell for copyright infringement back in 2006. They claimed Kazaa,
a peer-to-peer file-sharing program, was used to make copyrighted files
available for download. Jeffrey tried to cover his tracks by erasing the hard
drive of his computer. The judge, in this case, did not take kindly to this act of obstruction.
-- Aug 27 -Compaq Computer Corp. announced its Presario family of
personal computers, intended to be user-friendly and cheap
(1993). For $1,399, the Presario included a monitor, modem,
and software to access the recently popularized online world
through Prodigy and America Online.
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-- Aug 27 -Using a Mac Portable aboard the Space Shuttle Atlantis, the first
e-mail from space was sent to Earth (1991). Two astronauts on the
spacecraft, James Adamson and Shannon Lucid, wrote, “Hello Earth!
Greetings from the STS-43 Crew. This is the first AppleLink from
space. Having a GREAT time, wish you were here, ...send cryo and
RCS! Hasta la vista, baby, ...we'll be back!” The message was
transmitted to the Johnson Space Center in Houston, Texas.
-- Aug 27 --

The British Computer Misuse Act went into effect (1990). One of the
earliest laws designed to address computer fraud, the Act resulted
from a long debate over failed prosecutions of hackers -- in one wellpublicized case, two men hacked into a British Telecom computer
leaving messages in the Duke of Edinburgh's private mailbox.

-- Aug 27 -Jeffrey Lee Parson was arrested from his home in Minneapolis
MN. He was suspected to be the developer of the b. variant of
the Blaster virus. The virus would turn infected computers into
a unit that would give windowsupdate.microsoft.com a Denial of
Service by simply flooding it with requests. The Secret Service
worked by tracing the virus to the source via the Internet. A
federal judge in Seattle sentenced Parson to 18 months in
prison, three years of supervised release, and 100 hours of community service
-- Aug 31 --

Aldus Corporation and Adobe Systems Inc. finalized their merger (1994). The two
companies hoped to combine forces in creating powerful desktop publishing software,
building on the field Aldus founder Paul Brainerd created in 1985 with PageMaker™.
Pagemaker™ was one of the three components of the desktop publishing revolution.
The other two were the invention of Postscript™ by Adobe and the LaserWriter™ laser
printer from Apple. All three were needed to create a desktop publishing environment.
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Who's Who in the FPCUG
Officers

Office

* Email Address

Name

President
Vice President
Secretary
Treasurer

Patrice Davis
Bill Farr
Frank Fota
Rick Neil

president@fpcug.org
vicepresident@fpcug.org
secretary@fpcug.org
treasurer@fpcug.org

Directors and Trustees

Office

* Email Address

Name

Directors

Josh Cockey

directors@fpcug.org

Trustees

Ed Alexander
Robert Monroe
Jon Beckett
Ed Spooner
Johnny Creech

trustees@fpcug.org

“Agent of Record”

Chairmen & Representatives

Office

* Email Address

Name

APCUG Representative
Newsletter Editor

Frank Fota
Frank Fota

apcug_rep@fpcug.org
newsletter@fpcug.org

Webmaster
Publicity Representative

Josh Cockey

webmaster@fpcug.org

Office

Open-Source Software

Special Interest Workshop Leaders
Name

Various FPCUG Members

* Email Address

Request Info.

* NOTE: If you do not receive a response to an email message sent to one of the FPCUG
officers (or group of officers) above, feel free to contact me at fotafm@gmail.com and I will
forward the email as appropriate.

FPCUG Facebook Page

FPCUG Meetup Page
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